Open quantum systems exhibit a range of novel out-of-equilibrium behavior due to the interplay between coherent quantum dynamics and dissipation. Of particular interest in these systems are driven, dissipative transitions, the emergence of dynamical phases with novel broken symmetries, and critical behavior that lies beyond the conventional paradigms of Landau-Ginzburg phenomenology. Here, we consider a parametrically driven two-mode system in the presence of non-Markovian system-reservoir interactions. We show that non-Markovianity modifies the phase diagram of this system resulting in the emergence of a novel broken symmetry phase in a new universality class that has no counterpart in a Markovian or equilibrium system. Such reservoir-engineered dynamical phases can potentially shed light on universal aspects of dynamical phase transitions in a wide range of non-equilibrium systems, and aid in the development of techniques for the robust generation of entanglement and quantum correlations at finite temperatures with potential applications to quantum metrology.
Introduction. Due to the commensurate influence of quantum coherence and dissipation, the dynamical behavior of open quantum systems conforms neither to the framework of unitary quantum evolution nor to thermodynamic descriptions [1] . Motivated by various applications to quantum information science, experimental realizations of such open systems have been developed in platforms spanning ultracold atomic gases [2] , circuit-QED systems [3] , optomechanical systems [4] and hybrid quantum systems [5] . The exploration of novel dynamical phases and the development of techniques for robust quantum state preparation and control in these systems presents significant theoretical and experimental challenges that lie at the interface of atomic physics, quantum optics, and condensed matter physics.
In addition to the traditional approach of Hamiltonian design, open quantum systems are amenable to control by modifying the nature of their environment. As such, the concept of reservoir-engineering [6] has emerged as a promising paradigm for the realization of novel states of open and driven quantum systems. In certain cases, it has been shown that reservoir-engineering can be used to coax the open quantum system into phases that might not be accessible through more conventional forms of quantum state preparation [7, 8] . Aside from presenting alternate routes to quantum state preparation, such reservoir-engineered quantum phases present intriguing questions in their own right. For instance, it is unclear to what extent driven, dissipative transitions in open quantum systems accommodate the central paradigms of scale invariance, symmetry breaking and universality that underpin our understanding of equilibrium and quantum phase transitions.
Here, we explore the driven, dissipative transitions of a parametrically driven two-mode quantum system in the presence of a non-Markovian environment. This is a minimal physical realization of the parametric oscillator model [9, 10] and is closely connected to the open Dicke model [11] [12] [13] , the superradiant phase transition [14] and the Lipkin-Meshkov-Glick model [15] . In the presence of a Markovian reservoir, this system exhibits a non-equilibrium phase transition into an ordered state that develops beyond a critical magnitude of the external drive [16] . Going beyond the Markovian regime, recent work has shown that the presence of a sub-ohmic reservoir modifies the critical exponents of this non-equilibrium transition while preserving the steady-state phase diagram [17] [18] [19] . In this work, we identify a class of experimentally accessible non-Markovianity that leads to significant changes in the phase diagram of this system, leading to the emergence of a dynamical phase with novel broken symmetries and critical behavior that is distinct from that observed in a Markovian system. We demonstrate that the novel emergent phase manifests significantly enhanced correlations and entanglement than can be realized in a Markovian system.
Model. The Hamiltonian of our system is given by [20, 21] 
where the indices k = {i, s, P } denote the idler, signal and pump modes. The second term represents the two-mode interaction mediated by the actively driven pump, while the third term represents the classical drive at the pump frequency. The influence of the reservoir is incorporated through a master equation [22] and leads to HeisenbergLangevin equations of the forṁ
where γ(t) is the dissipation kernel in the rotating frame, and is related to the Langevin forces f i,s through the fluctuation-dissipation theorem, and the normalized coupling strength is g = χx 0,i x 0,s x 0,P with x 0,{i,s,P } denoting the zero point amplitudes of the respective modes.
In the above, we have made the rotating wave approximation, assumed that the pump mode is driven on resonance, i.e. ω P = ω i + ω s and that the damping rate of the pump mode γ P is much larger than those of the signal and idler modes. For a Markovian reservoir, i.e. γ(t) = γ 0 δ(t), this system exhibits a continuous transition at a critical pump amplitude
4g from a disordered (parametric amplifier) phase to an ordered phase characterized by parametric self-oscillation of the signal and idler modes and a spontaneous breaking of the U (1) symmetry related to the difference between signal and idler phases [9, 21] .
In this work, we consider the case where the signal and idler modes are in contact with a non-Markovian reservoir with a dissipation kernel γ(t) = γ 0 e −t/τr τr , where τ r represents the coherence time or 'memory' of the reservoir. This form of non-equilibrium noise arises naturally in the context of several cavity optomechanical systems [20, 21, 23, 24] as well as hybrid systems in which an optomechanical system is coupled to coherent ensembles of quantum spins [25, 26] .
Mean field solutions and phase diagram. The Heisenberg-Langevin equations can be cast in Fourier space as −iωa = Σa + v (see Supplemental Information). Here, a = (a i , a s , a P )
T and the noise forces v are zero-mean gaussian variables whose correlation function is related to the dissipation kernel via the fluctuationdissipation theorem. The eigenvalues λ of the susceptibility matrix Σ+iωI determine the low energy eigenspectrum and phase diagram of this system. Phase boundaries between dynamical states of distinct symmetries are , corresponding to a divergent variance, Var(φ), of the instantaneous frequency of the signal and idler modes. Below this critical point, these modes no longer self-oscillate at their nominal resonances but shift to ωi → ωi ± ∆, ωs → ωs ∓ ∆, corresponding to a breaking of the Z2 symmetry (see inset, bottom). In contrast to the spontaneously chosen but constant phase difference between the two modes in the U (1) phase, the phases of these modes now oscillate (see inset, top) at a frequency ∆ that continuously grows from zero below the critical point. associated with a vanishing of the least negative real part of eigenvalues of the susceptibility matrix, i.e. a divergent relaxation time [27, 28] . Away from these phase boundaries, steady-state solutions for the signal and idler modes are represented by the form a i,s = |a i,s |e iθi,s e −i∆i,st , and the stability of these solutions to generic perturbations is indicated by non-positive real parts of the eigenvalues (see Supplemental Information). The mean field solutions of this non-Markovian system allow for three stable dynamical phases (Fig. 1 ).
We first consider the regime of small reservoir coherence time, i.e.
(γ 0 τ r ) −1
1.
In this regime, the eigenvalues of the disordered phase are
where µ = F P /F cr is the normalized pump drive. The eigenvalues are purely real and the dynamical matrix exhibits near-Markovian behavior. For µ < 1, the mean amplitudes of the signal and idler modes are zero. This corresponds to the disordered or parametric amplifier phase. For µ > 1, the signal and idler modes exhibit parametric self-oscillation and the steady-state solutions are a i,s = i
The U (1) symmetry corresponding to the unconstrained phase difference φ between the signal and idler modes is spontaneously broken at the phase boundary µ cr = 1. As such, we denote this as the U (1) phase. These solutions are consistent with the corresponding phases in a purely Markovian system.
In contrast, as the coherence time τ r is increased, the system is qualitatively modified due to the competing effects of intrinsic damping and reservoir coherence. As the timescales of these processes become commensurate, the eigenvalues morph into complex conjugate pairs analogous to PT symmetry breaking of the dynamical matrix. For (γ 0 τ r ) −1 < . In this new phase, the signal and idler modes exhibit self-oscillatory behavior not at their nominal resonances but at shifted frequencies ω i → ω i ± ∆, ω s → ω s ∓ ∆, with the choice of ±∆ corresponding to a spontaneous breaking of a Z 2 symmetry. In contrast to the fixed phase difference between the signal and idler modes in the U (1) phase, the phases of these modes now oscillate at a rate ∆. To fur-ther establish that this is a distinct phase, we calculate the dynamical states for a fixed drive µ > 1 as the reservoir coherence time is reduced (Fig. 2) . We find that the reservoir-induced frequency shift ∆ continuously grows from zero below the phase boundary (γ 0 τ r ) −1 = 1 2 , while the variance of the difference-phase fluctuations, Var(φ), diverges at the phase boundary, characteristic of a continuous phase transition with an order parameter ∆.
The emergence of the novel U (1) × Z 2 phase is intimately related to the appearance of exceptional points of the dynamical matrix. At these points, the eigenvalues and eigenmodes of the dynamical matrix coalesce, signifying the transition from purely real eigenvalues to complex eigenvalues, resulting in distinct topological properties akin to a Berry phase in the vicinity of such points [29, 30] . At the phase boundary (γ 0 τ r ) −1 = 1 2 , the critical point µ c = 1 coincides with the exceptional point and the real and imaginary parts of λ ± simultaneously vanish (Fig. 3) , leading to non-reciprocal behavior and the simultaneous breaking of a discrete (Z 2 ) symmetry in addition to the U (1) symmetry related to the signal-idler phase difference.
The appearance of the exceptional point near the phase boundary is accompanied by an enhanced degree of entanglement between the two modes in the vicinity of the phase boundary between the U (1) and U (1) × Z 2 phase. Interestingly, the squeezed variance of these crossquadratures scales as (n th + [21] , [33] ). This enhancement over a Markovian system is also reflected in the logarithmic negativity. As can be seen in Fig. 4 , this enhanced degree of entanglement persists even at large thermal occupancy of the signal and idler modes. We speculate that this enhancement is due to the topological properties of the exceptional point and the non-reciprocal behavior of the system in its vicinity.
Conclusions. In summary, we identify a class of nonMarkovianity that results in the emergence of a novel broken symmetry phase in a driven, dissipative quantum system. We analyze the phase diagram of this open quantum system and show that the emergent phase is accompanied by the appearance of exceptional points in the system. This emergent phase manifests a larger degree of two-mode entanglement than would be observed in a Markovian system. We note that the two-mode system and the form of non-Markovianity considered here . For comparison, the logarithmic negativity for a Markovian system withn th = 5 is shown in dashed lines.
are readily accessible in cavity optomechanical systems as well as various hybrid quantum systems, paving the way for experimental demonstrations of these predictions well into the quantum regime. Future work will extend this analysis to the regime of spatially multimode optomechanical systems and discuss the interplay between nonMarkovian correlations, optomechanical synchronization, spatial fluctuations and driven, dissipative dynamics. In addition to realizing metrologically relevant optomechanical states, we suggest that this interplay also offers a new arena for disorder-free optomechanical realizations of dynamical phases with novel broken symmetries such as have been recently observed in spin systems [34, 35] .
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SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION
The Hamiltonian for the two-mode driven dissipative system is given by [9, 20, 21 ]
In the interaction picture with H 0 / = k ω kâ † kâ k , and making the rotating wave approximation, the interaction Hamiltonian transforms to
where g = χx 0,i x 0,s x 0,P and x 0,k denotes the zero-point amplitude of the respective modes. Here, we have assumed that the pump mode is actuated by a resonant, classical force and that ω P = ω i + ω s .
Further, the influence of the reservoir on these modes is incorporated through noise operatorsf and takes the form H r / = − k (â † kf k + h.c.). For the signal and idler modes, these noise forces are zero-mean, gaussian random variables whose two-point correlation is related to the dissipation kernel γ(t) in accordance with the fluctuation dissipation theorem. Here, we assume that the signal and idler modes are in contact with a colored reservoir with a dissipation kernel given by γ(t − t ) = γ 0 τ −1 r exp(−(t − t )/τ r )Θ(t − t ) where Θ(t) is the Heaviside step function. Accordingly, these noise forces satisfy the following relations, f k = 0, and f k (t)f † l (t ) = δ kl × (n th + 1) −1 . In accordance with typical experimental situations in optomechanical systems [20] , we assume that the pump mode is in contact with a Markovian reservoir and that its damping rate is much larger than those of the signal and idler modes, i.e. γ P γ 0 . This leads to the Heisenberg-Langevin equations of the forṁ
Here, we are ignoring the Langevin forces on the pump. As explained in [21] , the pump noise can be ignored in evaluating the dynamical steady-state phases or the degree of two-mode correlations below threshold. Above threshold, this pump noise has an appreciable effect on the two-mode squeezing. In our calculations of the squeezing spectra above threshold, this pump noise is included by assuming that the pump mode is in contact with a Markovian reservoir as explained in [21] . These equations can be recast by defining the dimensionless amplitudes A i,s = a i,s 2g √ γ0γ P and A P = a P 2g γ0 to obtaiṅ
wheref i,s = γ We consider the situation where the signal and idler modes are not driven, i.e. they are only subject to the Langevin forces originating from their coupling to the colored reservoir. In contrast, the pump mode is actively driven by a classical force represented by the normalized drive µ. In various regimes of the drive strength µ and the reservoir coherence time τ r , we consider dynamical steady-state phases represented by the ansatz
Substituting this ansatz into Eqs. (5-7), we obtain
Here, we have used the fourier transform of the dissipation kernel,γ(ω) = dtγ(t)e iωt = γ 0 (1 − iωτ r ) −1 .
These equations always admit the trivial solutionĀ i =Ā s = 0,Ā P = iµ. For dynamical steady-states with finite signal and idler amplitudes, the above equations require ∆ i + ∆ s = 0. Hence, below we define ∆ ≡ ∆ i = −∆ s . Eqs. (10) (11) together yield the following condition
Sinceγ(−ω) =γ * (ω), this requires steady-state phases with non-zero signal and idler mode amplitudes to satisfy the condition
indicating thatγ
− i∆ is real and positive. Further, Eqs. (10, 11) in combination with Eq(12) yields the following expression for the signal and idler amplitudes,
Accordingly, we define the critical pump amplitude µ cr =γ 0 /γ 0 as the drive strength beyond which the signal and idler modes develop a non-zero amplitude, i.e. the onset of parametric self-oscillation. Lastly, given the constraint from Eq(13) thatγ 0 /2 be real-valued and positive, we obtain
yielding ∆ = 0, or ∆ = τ −1 r γ0τr 2 − 1. Note that the latter solution is only meaningful for γ 0 ≥ 2τ
r . Based on these relations, we can identify three distinct dynamical phases in this system.
• In the regime γ 0 ≤ 2τ −1 r , the coherence time of the reservoir is small compared to the intrinsic damping time of the signal/idler modes. Here, we obtain the condition ∆ = 0 andγ 0 =γ(0) = γ 0 . Hence, the critical drive strength is given by µ cr = 1. In this regime, for drive strengths µ < 1, the only stable phase is the trivial solutionĀ i =Ā s = 0,Ā P = iµ. This is the disordered or parametric amplifier phase. As the drive strength is increased beyond µ cr = 1, the parametric amplifier phase becomes unstable (Fig. 3(a) ) and gives way to the parametric oscillator phase characterized byĀ i,s = ie ±iφ/2 √ µ − 1,Ā P = i. The signal-idler phase difference φ is unconstrained and the emergence of this parametric oscillator phase is accompanied by the spontaneous breaking of the U (1) symmetry associated with the choice of this phase. As such, we denote this to be the U (1) phase.
• In the regime γ 0 > 2τ −1 r , the coherence time of the reservoir is long compared to the intrinsic damping time of the signal/idler modes. As seen from Eqs (16, 17) , in this regime the critical point shifts to µ cr = 2(γ 0 τ r ) −1 < 1. For µ < µ cr , the only stable phase is the disordered or trivial solution withĀ i,s = 0. For drive strengths µ cr < µ < 1, the disordered phase is unstable and gives way to a self-oscillating phase with non-zero ∆, given
In this dynamical phase, the signal and idler modes undergo self-oscillation at frequencies that are shifted away from their nominal frequencies by an amount ∆. In addition to the breaking of the U (1) symmetry associated with the choice of the signal-idler phase difference φ, this phase also breaks the discrete Z 2 symmetry associated with the sign of the frequency shift ∆. As such, we denote this dynamical phase as the U (1) × Z 2 phase. For µ > 1, all three solutions exist but the trivial solution and the U (1) solution are unstable, with the U (1) × Z 2 solution remaining as the only stable dynamical phase.
These three dynamical phases along with the phase boundaries demarcating these phases are shown in Fig.(1) of the main text.
Exceptional points and stability of mean field dynamical phases
The stability of the mean-field dynamical phases to generic perturbations is demonstrated by evaluating the eigenvalues of the susceptibility matrix Σ + iωI as discussed in the main text. In particular, a stable dynamical phase is indicated by a susceptibility matrix whose eigenvalues have non-positive real parts. We outline the calculation of these eigenvalues for each dynamical phase below. We first distinguish between the mean amplitudes and the fluctuations by writing A i,s = (Ā i,s + δA i,s ) with the mean amplitudes in each dynamical phase given by the expressions in the previous section. The equations of motion Eqs(5-7) yield
As shown in [21] , the complex fluctuations can be decomposed into real quadratures in the form δA = δ α + iδ β such that the above equation can be recast as
where v α,β are the Langevin noise terms and
Further, we define cross-quadratures of the signal and idler modes according to the relations
√ 2 such that the two-mode correlations due to parametric down-conversion are manifest as amplification and squeezing of the above quadratures. The fluctuations of these cross-quadratures are related to the original quadrature fluctuations δ α, δ β via the relations
where δX = (δx + , δx − , δx P ) T , δY = (δy + , δy − , δy P ) T . The fluctuations of the cross-quadratures are governed by the equation
where Σ X,Y = RM α,β R T and v X,Y = Rv α,β . By moving to the frequency domain, the above equations can be recast as (25) where δx + denotes the fourier transform of δx + etc. and
We note that in the U (1) × Z 2 phase where ∆ = 0, the susceptibility matrix does not remain block diagonal due to time-dependent correlations between the various cross-quadratures. However, the procedure for evaluating the eigenvalues and stability remains the same.
The poles of the susceptibility matrix are defined by complex ω satisfying Det[Σ + iωI] = 0 and the eigenvalues of the susceptibility matrix are defined as λ = −iω. The real part of these eigenvalues corresponds to the damping rate of the system's response to generic perturbations. As such, the stability of the mean field dynamical phases is indicated by a non-positive real part of the eigenvalues. Critical points governing continuous transitions between distinct dynamical phases is indicated by a vanishing of this real part or equivalently, a divergent relaxation time. The linearization around the trivial (parametric amplifier) solution yields the eigenvalues
As such, for (γ 0 τ r ) −1 > 2, the eigenvalues are purely real and the system can be mapped onto the Markovian system. As the coherence time of the reservoir is increased, the eigenvalues morph into complex conjugate pairs for sufficiently small drive strength µ. This change from real eigenvalues to complex conjugate eigenvalues occurs at a point where the two eigenvalues (and corresponding eigenmodes) coalesce. Such points are called exceptional points. In this system, the exceptional point approaches the critical point from below as the coherence time τ r is increased. For (γ 0 τ r ) −1 = 1 2 , the exceptional point and the critical point coincide at µ = 1. This heralds the emergence of the U (1) × Z 2 phase. For even larger reservoir coherence times, (γ 0 τ r ) −1 < 1 2 , the exceptional point occurs beyond the critical point governing the transition from the disordered phase to the U (1) × Z 2 phase. This behavior of the exceptional point relative to the critical point is depicted in Fig. 3 of the main text.
Similar linearization can also be performed around the U (1) and the U (1) × Z 2 phases using the formalism described above. The calculations, while straightforward, are laborious and are not reproduced here. The real parts of the respective eigenvalues as a function of drive strength µ and normalized reservoir coherence time (γ 0 τ r ) −1 are shown in Fig. 3 . As can be seen, the real parts of the eigenvalues of the susceptibility matrix for these phases are negative for large µ indicating that these dynamical phases are indeed stable to generic perturbations.
Two-mode correlations and entanglement
As shown in [21] , the fluctuation spectra and two-mode correlations are obtained from the power spectral densities of the cross-quadratures via the relation
where the diffusion matrix is given by (1 − µ)(2(γ 0 τ r ) −1 − µ)
Above threshold, in the U (1) phase, the normalized variances of the various cross-quadratures are given by σ x+ =n th,P + 
where we have assumed thatn th ≡n th,i ≈n th,s .
In the U (1) × Z 2 phase, the non-zero frequency shifts ∆ introduce correlations between the nominally uncorrelated Langevin forces in orthogonal cross-quadratures. In addition, as mentioned previously, this frequency shift also introduces time-dependent correlations between the various cross-quadratures. Aside from these modifications, the computation of the various variances proceeds as before. The final expressions are cumbersome and not reproduced here. Lastly, the logarithmic negativity is obtained from the squeezed variances as E N = − 
